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INTRODUCTION 

A poXynomlaX is an aigebraic summation of algebraic 

terms. We must, then, define an algebraic term. An 

algebraic term is a product of integral powers of letters 

*# y» 2, . . . . oalXed variables and other letters 

a, b, 0, . • . . called coeffiolents, which are constants. 

In this paper, however, poXynomiaXs in onXy one 

variable will be considered. The general polynomial of 

this type may be written 

â x̂ +â x'*-'*-fa2,x"̂ 4 + a^.jX4a^ 

where n is a positive integer, and the a^ are independent 

of X. 

The ebove expression suggests two other terms which 

we must rise define - degree of a polynomial, and zero 

of a polynomial. The degree of a polynomial Is the 

value of the largest exponent of the variable which 

appears in the polynomial. The zero of a polynomial 

Is that constant qiiantity, Which, when substituted for 

the variable, will make the polynomial vanish. 

It will be assumed throughout this discussion, that 

the coefficient of the highest power term is different 

from zero. No other restrictions will be placed upon 

it, except for assuming it to be unity when the algebra 

will be simplified* This can be done without loss of 



generality. 

As to the coefficients, no general statement can 

be made here. In the first four chapters, the coeffiolents 

will, in generalJ be assumed real. For the remainder of 

the paper, they will, in genered, be assumed oomplex. 

There will be, however, some deviations from this 

attempted generalized rule; such deviations will be 

noted at the proper places, in the .paper. 

A very similar oonditlon, as to sections of the 

paper, holds for the variables. This general rule, 

however, can be stated. When the polynomial symbol P(x) 

appears with x as the variable, the variable is real. 

When written P(z) with z as the variable, the variable 

will be oomplsx and of the form s=ix-f-ly. 



CHAPTER I 

SOLUTION OF POLYNOMIALS OF DEGRE: n<5 

The general polynomial of the first degree is 

ax-fb. 

Since it is possible to divide out by a» we write 

a(x-Vb/a). 

The zero of this polynomial is -b/a. 

It follows that the ZBTOQ of the polynomial 

ax'^+b 3 a{x^-l-b/a) 

are i-y/̂ /n i» where i-V^T. 

The general polynomial of the second degree is 

ax + bx 4 o = a 

Adding and subtracting b /4a^, and collecting terms, we 

have 

'H-a-l-f 
It follows that the zeros of 

ax -V bx + 0 

are 

^^ ^±^f^^ 
:2a 

Consider the polynomial 

ax^4-bs a(x*4-b/a). 

Dividing through by x •(b/aŷ ' and factoring the 

remainder, we obtain its zeros 



Where 

and 

The general polynomial of the third degree is 

ax̂ -4- bx̂ -f ox-4.d-

Let us assume that the coefficient of the x^ term has 

been reduced to xmity, giving the oubio 

xV bx^+cx-^d. (1) 

If x, , x^ and X3 are its zeros, we know 

£)^.Xx7:,sX.XxX3—^ 

and 

We define the functions ^ and 1^ by 

B\) manipulation, these relations are obtained. 

Uultlplylng J and 1/I , we get. 



(O) 

By cubing e?oh and adding, we obtain 

cf^+-^^-2(5:%/f-P2x. Ŝ '̂ ^ -*-27^:1^X2X3 

By simple algebra 

(^^^r)^=cr+rf- 4<?v = B ' - A A" >̂ 
and it is evident th t ^f^^"^ is a square root of the 

(8 a) 
value ( 8 ) . Therefore, 

It does not matter which sign is given the radical, 

since only the order of the solution of the zeros will 

be changed, so for slaplloity we shall employ the positive 

sign. Hence, if we combine relations (7) 8.nd (8a), 

we obtain the needed relations 

<f^^i[6-^l/^=^J ̂ 9 ' 

from which we now get 

-vc= hj l7u)j hu)*^ 

The final result may be obtained by substituting 

these values of Jj and xjf in relations ( 5 ) . Care must 

be exercised, however, in their oholoe. This table 

will aid in tue choosing. 

shen ^ is chosen" t must be 



The general quartlo may be written in the form 

ax^-fbx^4-cx^-^dx4 e. 

Again let us assume that a = l. The quartlo then becomes 

x''-4'bx̂ -vcx̂ 4- dx-4-e. (10) 

Orouplng, we have 

(x-»4bx^)-»-(QX*'«'dx-^e). (11) 

Completing the square in the first term and subtracting 

the equivalent from the second, we obtain 

tx^-f^bx)''4[(o-;^ti^)x^-fdx^-e)| . (12) 

If by the proper manipulation we make each member of 

(12) a perfect square, our problem resolves to a 

quadratic. To do this, we add to the first member of 

(12) and subtract from the second member the value 

(x^4'bx)y4ly^ 

and we obtain 

(x^4^bx4^y)^+ [(c-ib^-y)x^^(d4by)x-4e-i-yj (13) 

The second member of (13) will be a perfect square 

only when Its discriminant is zero, that is, if the 

mwftber is written as 

It Will be a perfect square when and only when 

q^—<^r-0. 

Since 

p= 0 -^b - y 

qsd —^by 

r-e-;|:y^ 

we may set up the discriminant and obtain the cubic in 



y, which may be solved. 

y^-'0y^4'(bd-4e)y-b''e -4̂ 4ce- d*=:0. (14) 

We solve the cubic (14). When a value which is a 

zero of the cubic tl4) In y is foxmd, this value for y 

may be substituted in (13) and the two quadratics 

obtained in this manner* Let 

(o-ib^- y)x^4 (d-j^by)x4e-i- y ^ (mx + n)"̂  

Then, since the first parenthesis of (13) is a perfect 

square, we have 

(x^4^bx4y)^ (mx^n)^ (15) 

and the two quadratics become 

z4- n 
(16) 

x^-fjbx4^y= rax4.n 

x^^-^hx-^-^y-zz — mx—n. 

The simplification and solution of these twr 

quadratics give the zeros of the polynomial 

x'̂ 4'bx̂ 4-cx̂ -fdx-f e. 

th* general polynomial of degree n>4 is not 

solvable by radicals. The proof of this statement is too 

long and complex for the scope of this discussion, 

but the theorem as generally given will be statec" 

here* 

TheoremJ If n>4, the general polynomial of degree 

n is not solvable by radicals* Moreover, its zeros 

cannot be found by rational operations and root 

extractions performed upon the coefficients or on 

any constants, finite in number, or upon any 

quantities derived from then by those pperations* 
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Since this is the case, our attention will be 

focu^^d for the remainder of this paper upon the 

elementary transformations of the polynomial of 

degree n, to the approximation to the zeros of a 

polynomial and to the regions inclosing the complex 

zeros of both real and complex polynomials* 
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CHAPTER II 

ELEMEHTARV TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE 

POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE n 

We shall first prove a theorem by which the problem 

of solution may be siî pllfied̂  that Is, we shall transform 

the polynomial In such a manner that the zeros of the 

resulting polynomial shall be In a given ratio to the 

zeros of the original polynomial. 

Theorem: If in the polynomial 

P, (x)̂ â x'̂ -va,x>'-'4a2_x̂ ""̂ -̂ * . . .-4â .,x4arx (1) 

each coefficient a^ after ao be multiplied by m*- , 

1^1, 2, . . . , n, we obtain the polynomial 

P̂ (x)sâ x'̂ -Vr a^mx^~'4.. . . * .4â .,m""'x-va,̂ m̂  (2) 

whose zeros are m times the zeros of (1). 

Proof: Let r be a zero of Pg,(x) and let r=ms 

where m=9̂ 0* Now p^(r)=0. Therefore 

a6r^4'a, mr'̂ '̂n-* • . .4â .,»'̂ '̂r-vâ m̂ -̂ 0 (3) 

Substituting the value ms for r In (3), we have 

aom*̂ a'̂ -̂ aonrs"̂ -U. • • ^tiy,^m^9'\B^m'^=^0 

which has the factor m^ In each term* Dividing out 

this factor, we have 

m^(ao8^4-a,s^-^-v* * * . â .,S4 a^)=0. 

Since m^O and n can be only a positive integer. It 

follows that m̂ rjfrO, and 
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a, s'̂ 4 a, ŝ-'-v â ŝ -"--f- . . . ._t â .,8 4 ̂ .̂ = 0 

therefore s is a zero of P (x) which is the statement 

of our theorem* 

From the factor theorem of elementary algebra, any 

polynoa^ial whose zeros are c, , c^, ; . . , c^ may be 

written In the form 

P(x)^ix-C, )(X-C;2.)(X-C3) . . . (X-'C.,,). 

This will be used in the next proof* 

Let us investigate the relations between the zeros 

of any polynomial 

p(x)= a,x'^4a, x'»̂ "'4-â x'̂ -%* . * *+a^^x4a^ 

and its coefficients. 

Let the polynomial P(x) havci the zeros c,, o^, * . o.̂ . 

|hen we have from the factor theorem 

p(x)= (x—o, )(x—cJ(x-03) . . . . (x-'C3)* 

Applying this to the general quadratic, we get 

a^x^-^a, x-t â cr a^(x-c, )(x-.C2), 

or 
do ~ 

It is evident, then, that 

and that 

c,c.^ ^ 

^ aj[x''-(e.+ e,.')X4c.c^ 

Now let us apply this same reasoning to the general 

oubio to obtain 

a,x̂ 4'a,3?KAag,x-f ajra„(x—Cj )(x—o^^Xx- c^) 
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or 
^^+-|-X^4%r-X-|'%-

a, do ô  

r-i-

Again It is evident that 

a. 

These identities aire for oases when n=^2 and n-^3. 

let us assume that the last value of n for which this 

holds is for n^r. Then we may write 

aJx-^o,)(x-^0;,) (x-Cp). 

Expanding, we obtain 

4 • • • • 4r-07c?.0vG, •••Cr)]f 

If we multiply the above polynomial of degree r by the 

factor (x~er4,) we obtain similar relations for a 

polynomial of degree n=rfl, which In factored form is 

a^Cx-^o, )(x-o^) (x^Op)(x—Op,.,), 

or, by expansion 

This gives us the same relations for a polynomial 

of degree one greater than our hypothesis assumed 

possible, therefore these relations hold true, by 

mathematical induction, for any polynomial in x. We 

can, then, set up the general formulas for the 

pol|sioffllal of degree n from the preceding special cases 

r-» 



1^ 

and the induction proof. 

If we are given the polynomial 

P(x)^a^x^4-a,x^^'^ 4-a,^x4-a^ 

whose zeros are c^, Q^ . . . , o^, it is true that 

«l«--^°i«^3 -i- • • • -4 0„_,C^:^f; 

Ol0^03 4C,C^C^ 4-. . • 0„.J5„.,C^---^ 

C^C^C^* * . 0^-,0^^-(_i)-^-^ 

The zeros of a polynomial may be integral or 

fractional; rational or Irrational; real or imaginary* 

We wish to Investigate the truth of the statement -

*In a polynomial of real coefficients, coraples zeros 

occur In pairs which are conjugate Imaglnaries*. That 

Is, if a polynomial P(x) with real coefficients has 

a zero a-Vbl, where b^O, then it must have also a 

zero a—bl. 

Let 

f(x)r::i(X-a)Vb'^ 
I 

which is a product of the factors 

(x-^a4-bl)(x-^a-bl)c::-(x-a)i-br 

Now let P(x) be divided by f(x), giving a remainder 

Which win be designated by Rx^R» and a quotient Q(x)* 

Then 

P(x) 3Q{x)-«3c)4-RX4^R' 
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In this Identity we place x^a-fbl* We obtain 

P{a4-bi)=.Q(a^bl)f(a-hbl)-t-R(a-^-bl)-f-R* 

But P(a41al) end f(a-fbi) are both zero* It follows 

that 

R(a4-bl)4-R»=:0. 

Sqxiatlng to zero the real and Imaginary paarts, we obtain 

Ra-fR'iO 

Rbl^O. 

But by hypothesis, b:^0* Therefore 

R = 0 

R'^O* 

Then 

P(x)sQ{;:J f(x) 

and since f(a4bl)^0. It follows that P(a4-bl)-=0* 

The following corollary is evident from the above 

proof, and follows directly from It. 

Corollary: If a polynomial P(x) with real ooeffioients 

has a ooB^lex zero of multiplicity m, the conjugate of 

this oosiplex zero is also a zero of multiplicity m in 

the polynomial P(x)* 

We shall give next a theorem, and Its two corollaries 

on multiple zeros* 

Theorem: A multiple zero of order m in P(x) is a 

zero of order m--l In the first derivative ?Hx) of 

the polynomial P(x)* 

Proof: Let o^, o^, * * * . c,̂  be the zeros of P(x)* 



J,t 

If (x—0 y^ is a factor of P(x), we have c,= C;j=. .=o^* 

Setting up the equation for the first derivative, we 

have 

13 a 

6c-e,^ (x-e»»4,̂  U-Cr,^^] 
In which (x—Oj)^ la a factor of every term except the 

first, in which (x—c,) ' Is a factor* It Is evident, 

therefore that (x-c,)'^"' Is a factor of P'(x)* 

Corollary II Any zero which occurs m times In the 

polynomial P(x) oocurs in degrees ot multiplicity 

diminishing by unity in the first m—1 derived fur.oticns. 

Proof: It 1® seen from the above theorem that the 

factor (x—o^)"^'"* occurs in P,(x), the first derived 

polyno-J.al of P(x)* Sinoe P^{x) Is derived from P, (x) 

In the same mMi-mt that P^(x) was derived from P(x), 

It follows tha.t (x-c^)*"'^ is a factô r of P^(x). 

This argument may be continued until P^^, (x) Is reached 

In which It Is easily seen that (x —c, ) is a factor. 

It follows that icnese successive operations have 

removed a &3ro c, m times from the function P(x), and 

have reduced the degree of P(x) to n-m, hence (x—o,) 

cannot be a factor of P^(x); for tio be a factor of 

P^(x) would, by the above proof, make c, a zero of 

multiplicity mn-l In p(x) which central lots the hypothesis 

Corollary lit If p(x) and its first m-l denved 

fimotlons vanish for a value c of x, then (x—o)*^ is 

a factor in P(x). 

Proof: Let the first m -1 derived polynomials be 
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represented by P̂  (x), P5ĵ (x), . . . . , P^.^(x). 

Substitute for x the equality c4-x-c and expand by 

Taylor's formula* We have 

from which the statement of the corollary Is evident. 

We complete this chapter with a theorem and a 

eorollary on Integral and rational zexos. 

Theorem: In any polynomial p(x) with integral 

coefficients, an Integral zero is an exact divisor of 

the coi*st̂ nt. term. 

Proof* Let 

p(x)=;a^x^4-a,x"''4-a2.x"~tf. , . .^.a^, 

be a polynomial in x, and let o be an integral zero of 

this polynomial* Then 

p(c)s-aj,c'̂ 4a,c*'-'4.a2,ô -̂  . . * .-^a^O* 

Each of thfe terms of P(c) is an Integer, and the first 

n terms are divisible by c* Dividing out by c , we 

obtain 

P(o) = c(a,o''"'4-a,ô -'̂ 4. . * .-4 a^_,4ar/o). 

By the same reasoning as applied abov(, we may say 

that every term of P(o) is an integer except the last. 

Then for the oonditlon that P(o)^0, 0:^0, requires 

that a^c must also be an Integer. Therefore â ^ is 

divisible by c, and is divisible, therefote, by any 
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Integral zero of P(x)* 

Corollary: If a polynomial with integral ooeffioients 

P(x)s a^x'^4a^x''-''4 4a„^X4a^^ 

has a rational zero o/b, where c and b ar e Integers 

without a common divisor greater than unity, then o is 

an exact divisor of a^ and b is an exact divisor of a, * 

proof: AS in the above case, the value c/b may 

be substituted for x in P(x) and the polynomial 

simplified by multiplying through by b"" * This gives 

b*'p{|-)^aoO**-^a,c""'b 4. . . . ̂  a„.,cb'̂ ~'-̂  a ^ * 

Since b divides all terms after ao » It must di'^ide 

that term, for o and b have no common divisor greater 

than unity. Similarly, o divides all terms preceding 

a^, hence it must divide that term. 

This suggests still another corollary. 

Corollary: Any rational zero of any polbynomlal 

with Integral coefficients, that of the highest power 

of the unknown being unity, is an Integer* 

Proof: Let 

p(x)sx*^4a,x""''4-a^x''-'^4. . . .̂  a^^x^ a», 

and let P(x) have a zero c/b, where c and b are integers 

with no common divisor greater than imity* Substituting 

o/b for X In P(x) aad multiplying through by b'', we 

have 

b''P(o/b)=<r^a,o'^^4 ^^y. 

Since b divides every term except the first, it must 

divide that term, for o and b have no common divisor 



greater than unity. It was assumed that b was an integer* 

It must be unity, tkx unity is the only integer that 

will divide unity, giving a quotient which is an integer 

and a remainder which is zero.* Therefore c/b is an 

Integer, and every rational zero of P(x) is an integ*»r. 

Let x;=-â y. We obtain the polynomial 

Hy)-a;y^-va.a-i-'y^^-^ -e a,_,a,y4 a^^ 

Dividing through by a'J' , we obtain 

a-r'P(y)^a,y'"-^a,y^'UAy'^ -vA^. 

It follows that every zero of P(y), not imaginary, is 

rational, and to find tha zeros of P(y), we need only 

find the Seres of P(x) and divide them by â * 

In the following chapter, a study of the limits. 

If any, In^csed upon the interval in which all the 

real zeros of a polynomî l̂ must lie, by the values of 

the coefficients« and the signs of the coefficients 

of a polynomAal, will b^ made* 
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CHAPTER III 

LIMITS TO THE REAL '̂ R̂OS OF 

A POLYNOMIAL 

In this chapter, the proofs to the two most 

ifl̂ ortant theorems on the upper limits to the real 

zeros of a polynomial are given. Following the proofs 

Is a corollary to the first theorem. Finally, a 

method is given by which these theoreoA may be applied 

to find the lower limits of the zeros of a polynomial. 

Theorem I: If In a polynomial 

P(x)=-a^x'^4-a,x""'4*^. . *-fa„_,x-+a^ 

the first negative coefficient be oreoeded by k 

coefficients which are positive or zero, and if 0 

denotes t^e greatest of the numerical values of the 

negative ooeffioients, then each re,al zero of P(x} As 

Isfts than ^ ̂ . V a ^ 

Proof« In P(x), â x̂ -'̂ is the flist coefficient 

which is negative. Since all terms preceding It are 

positive or zero for positive values of x, p(x) will 

be degreased in value or remain unchanged if these 

terms, with the exception of the first term, are 

omitted* Then 

P(x)^a,x'^-^a^x^-»Ua^,x>'-'^-'^. * * *^a^* 

Kow If all ,the coefficients after a be changed to •O, 

the xaXue of the r̂ h+. hand side of the inequality will 
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remain unchanged or decrease In value. Then 

P(x)5 â x»̂ -a(x'>'-'̂ -tx̂ -'̂ ~'4- 4 3c-fl). 

bat 

x"-%x̂ -̂ ^̂ i.. . . . - 4 X 4 1 ^ 

If x>l, we then have 

P ( x ) ^ a o i ^ ~ 6 ^ ^ ^' 

Now by simplification, we obtain 

Since 

x'^-'(x-l)>(x-l)'^ 

we Can strengthen the inequality by that substitution. 

We then obtain 

p(x) >^ ^"'^^"TdUx-o'^G:! 
X-) 

from which we see that when the right hand side is 

aero, P(x) is positive* It follows that any value of 

X which makes the right hand side zero and therefore 

makes p(x) pasitlve, and Is, therefore, greater than 

any real zero of P(x)* Let 

we see that ĉ  (x) can be zero Inly when 

^o (x-lf-O^^. 
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Solving for X 

hence p(x) 0 for positive values of x, only if 

Theorem II: If In a real polynomial in which the 

ooefflclent of the highest power of the unknown is 

positive, the numerical value of each negative coefficient 

bs divided by the siim of all the positive coefficients 

which precede it, the greatest quotient so obtained 

Increased by unity Is an upper limit to the zeros. 

Proof; For the sake of simplicity, we shall first 

give the proof for a special case, and Indicate the 

extension to the general case. Given the polynomial 

l*(x) H ax'^- bx^ 4- cx^- dx4. e 

in i^ich each of the ooeffioients itself is positive. 

In view of the identities 

x"̂ ^ (x-1)( x^+x^-4. x41) 4̂  1 

x^^(x-l)(x41)4.1 

we can write P(x} as the sum of the following terms 

a(x-l)x^4a(x~l)x^4^a(x-{l)x4a(x—1)4 a 

-^x c(x—l)x4o{x-l)4o 

-dx 4-a 

for all values of x>l, negative terms appear only in 

the first and third coliimns* The sum of the terms in 

each of these columns will be greater than, or^ equal 

to zero If 
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X—l)-b=0; (tt+o)(x-l)--d=0* 

It follows that P(x)>0 and x is not a zero of 

P(x) If 

or 

X - I 4- ^ 

which verifies the theorem for the present polynomial* 

To extend this nethod of proof to the general 

polynomial 

P(3t>=a^x''4 aT.x'""'̂  a^x^-"^ . . * *4a, X4 ao 

it is necessary only that suitable notation be employed. 

Let the negative ooeffioients be a,̂ * aR^ * . . • » aj^ 

where k, ?-k2>. . * •>k-f For each positive Integer 

m-^n and different from k,, k-ĵ, . . . . , k̂ ,̂ x is 

replaced by its equal value 

x*̂ j=r(jt-l)(x'̂ -'4X̂ -̂ . . . .4-x-t-X) + X. 

As In the special case, these replacements are made 

throughout and the sums of the columns formed are taken* 

Let X>1 BO that the coefficients d=(x—1) will always 

be positive, and let the polimomlal formed by these sums 

be designated by p(x)* Thiis in p(x) the terms av. x *'are 

the only terms which are negative. Then if k̂  7 0, the 

terms of p(x) irhich Involve explicitly the power x 

are a.,, x'̂*' and the arxdx'̂*' for the varloiis positive 

ooefflclents am which precede â ,̂ * The sum of these terms 

will be greater than or equal to zero if 

a^.4 dSa^-O, 
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that is. If 

If k^=0, that is. If â  is negative, an additional 

case arises* Then the terms of p(x) which do not contain 

X explicitly are ao and the a^(d4-l), where d=(x—1), 

for the various positive ooeffioients â * Their sum, 

a^ 4 «Sa,»̂  will be greater than zero If 

>: >1 4 
-ao 

which is true If 

From the following proposition another upper 

limit to the real zeros of a polynomial is obtained. 

Corollaty: Prove that e^erf' real̂ zejpo of a real 

polynomial P(x) is less than l"*"̂ -̂ if ao>0, where g 

denotes the greatest of the numerical values of the 

ooefflclents a., â / • • • • â *̂ 

Proof: Let the polynomial P(x) be dlslgnated 

P(x)^a^x'^-a^x^-'4. • • • .4a^_x4avi 

where a^^O* If x>0, 

P(x)̂ â x̂ -.g(x̂ -'4-x'̂ '"'V* * * .4x41). 

But If x^l 

x''-'4x̂ -4-. • • .-^x41^ 
7C-i 
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Fiixthermore 

\X-' ; ?:-! 

Hence if x > l 

Thus for ̂ ( x )^0, p(x) is positive and x is not a zero 

of p(x) If 

ao(x--l)-g=0. 

This is the case when 

Therefore, e^^exy zero of P(x) is less than 

To Obtain the lower limit to the zeros of a 

polynomial, the following procedure is followed* In 

the polynomial P(x), «>x is substituted for x and the 

first term made pssitlve. This polynomial is called 

P(«»x)* Then the zeros of P(«x) are the negatives of the 

zerof of P(x)* It follows that the upper limits to the 

zeros of P(«*x) are the numsrleal values of the lower 

limits of the zeros of P(x)* This holds, therefore, 

for any method which may be used to find these limits* 
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CHAPTER XV 

APPROXIMATING TO THE REAL ZEROS OF 

REAL POLYNOMIALS 

At the beglnî iing of the study of the approximation 

to the Irrational zeros of a polynomial, the proof 

af an elementary theorem doid Its corollary becomes 

necessary. 

Theorem: In pn^sslng continuously from a value c—h 

a little less than a real zero of P(x) to a value o-f-h 

a little greater, the polynomial P(ir) and its first 

derivative P^(x) have unlike signs immediately befoze . 

the passage through the zero and like signs immediately 

after. 

Proof: Let the values of x given by c — h and 

c4h be substituted In P(x} and P|(x), and these functions 

expanded iy Taylor's formula. Let P^(x) represent the 

1th derivative of P 8 X ) . The following four series 

result* 

P,(o-h)= R(c)**f^(c3h 4- R^:;-^-• • • ' 

P(0 4-h)~[^^)4 R(^)h4R^)^^B(^;-^'^ •• -

P^(c-^h)S Rtj 4R(^h 4- P3fe3i^4... , . 
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It is seen that in the expansions of P(c —h) and 

of P|(o-'h), the signs of corresponding terms are 

opposite. Also In the expansions of P(c4-h) and of 

P,(c-|-h) the signs of corresponding terms are the same. 

Now, since c is aeeimed a zero of P(x), P(c) = 0, and 

the theorem Is eatabXished. 

OoroXlary: TJie above theorem remains true when c is 

a multlpXe zero of any order in the poXynomlal P(x). 

Proof: It is evident that the following are all 

zero for x=.c, if o Is an infold zero of P(x), 

P(o); P, (0)| Pjo); . . . . ; P^.(o). 

In the series expansions of P(c h) and of P (c h), 

the first teros which do not vanish are, respectively 

which are evidently opposite in sign* When, however, 

— h Is changed to 4h, the signs are evidently the 

same, and the corollary Is established also* 

This theorem and corollary may be summarized In 

the following proposition* 

Theorem: When any polynomial P(x) has an refold 

zero 0, a value of x a little less than c gives to 

the polynomial and its first r—1 derivatives signs 

alternately positive and negative, or negative and 

positive, and a value a little larger than o gives to 

all these functions the same sign; and that sign is, 

moreover, the sama sign as the sign of P^(o), the 
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f irs t derived polynomial vrhich does not v nlsh for 

the r̂jilue x=-o. 

A very interesting theorem Is made possible by the 

proof of the theorem cvn the ohante of sign of a 

funotion on pvisning through one of i t s real zeros* 

This theorem, though not directly oonneoted with the 

Luteririil which will follow, will be given her© elnoa 

i t fol low So dlreotly froia tho foregoing tYeorea* 

fheoreai If all the real ceroe of ttie derived 

polynomial 9*{x) oould be found, i t would be posslbls 

to determine the number of ten! zeros of P(x}, where 

P(x) i s tlie function^from ^lioh PHX) mjR derived* 

PsoofI Let 0 | , O î 4 . i • , o,̂  be the real zeros 

©f P*{x), placed in ascending value* Then by 

s««betltutlng In F(x) the following re ĵl quantities 

in order* 

the changes of 5 ign betwsan t^o nuiab<9r give the 

existence of a zero of ?{x) between these t^o numbers* 

There exists one zero ^lim there l.e a change of Ign* 

and there exist© no '.ero '̂ '"'it̂ n there i s no change of 

sign* Xt follows tb^t th«9 number of ohanges of sign 

gives axaotly tne number of re^l zeros of P(x)* 

Hemaikf Xn the speolaX case when the xeros of 

p^x) are aXX raal^ by RolXe's theorem -11 the zeros of 

P(x) are reiil* Xt follows that* by virtue of Rolle's 

theor«a, tto# & zero of P(x}<:o etlBts, 
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that a real zero of p(x) exists between each two of 

the values c / and c•, and finally, there exists a zero 

ofP(x)>o„^. 

Ctoe corollary and four theorems are evident from 

the foregoing proof* 

Corollaryi If there exists no real q\iantity which. 

When substituted for x, makes P(x) vanish, then P(x) is 

positive for every real value of x. 

Proof: Since x=:oo makes p(x) positive, it is 

evident from the foregoing theorem that if the 

polynomial were negative for some value c of x, a real 

zero of P(x) must lie between Xr=-oo and x-o. This 

is contrary to the hypothesis, therefore p(x) is 

positive for all real values of x* 

Theorem: Every polynomial of an odd degwes has at 

least one real zero whose sign is opposite f̂ r̂  that of 

i|s constant term* 
i 

Proof: For by giving values of--oo $ 0 and-^oO 

to X, we obtain the following results, 

for x̂ ôô  P{x) is positive 

for XrrO, the sign of P(x) is the same as 

that of the constant term 

for x=r-oo, P(x) 18 negative. 

If the constant term is negative, then a real zero of 

lies between x=.+oO and x^O* If this term is positive, 

a real zero lies between x^O and x=-oO . The 

theorem is therefore proved. 
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Theorem: Every polynomial of even deirrree, whose 

constant term is negative, has at least two real zeros, 

one positive and the othe* negative. 

Proof; For if we substitute in p(x) vslues of 

X of -a9 , 0 and 4oO we obtain the following results, 

for x=-cO^ , p(x) is positive, and 

for x^O, p(x) is negative, and 

for x=4oO^ p(x) is positive, 

hence there exists two real zeros, one positive and 

one negative* 

Theorem: Every polynomial of degree n has n zeros 

and no more, a zero of multiplioity m being counted 

as m zeros. 

Proof: For in order to vani»h for more than n 

qtiantitits, the polynomial must vanish Identioally, 

that is, all its coefficients must be zero. 

Theorem: Every polynomial of degree n may be expressed 

as the product of n linear factors. 

This is the factor theorem of elementary algebra, 

and will not, for that reason, be provea here. It may 

be added, however, that n^t all the linear factors must 

be real, but since ooflq>les zeros, in real polynomials, 

occur in pairs of conjugate imaglnaries, the product of 

these will be real quadratics* The theorem may then be 

restated in this form. 

Theorem: Every real polynomial of degree n may be 
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expressed as the product of real linanr and real 

quadratic factors. 

With the completion of the proofs to these theorems, 

we come to the two major theorems on the approximation 

to the zeros of a polynomial. The first of these, the 

Theorem of Fourier - Budan is the easier to use, but 

more accuratu results can be obtained by the use of 

the ssoond, the Theorem of Sturm. 

the Theorem of Fourier - Budan 

Theorem: Let a and b be two real numbers, a-<b, 

neither a zero of P(x), a polynomial of degree n with 

real coefficients* Then the number of variations of 

sign for x=ra over those for x-==̂b in p(x) and its n 

derived polynomials P^tx), P^(x), * . . . , P^(x) 

is equal to the number of real zeros of P(x) lying 

betweea x=a and m»b or exceeds that n'lmber by a 

positive even integer* A zero of multiplicity m is 

here counted as m zeros* 

Proof: We ̂ asume that the value of x insreases 

oontintaously from the value a to the value b. Four 

oases must be considered* 

(1) The value of x may pass through any zero of 

P(x)* It is evident from a previous proof ( page 24 ) 

that in this case, one change of sign is lost in 

passing through this zero of P(x)*, for P(o) and Pj(c) 
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had unlike signs Immediately before the passage through 

the zero, and have like signs immediately aftor. 

(2) It may pass thr'̂ ugh a zero mccu^Ting m times 

In P(x). If this is the case, this zero is an m 

multiple zero of P(x) and it Is evident that P(x), P, (x), 

^x^^^ . . . . , P„,_,(x) will all vanish for this value of 

X, therefore 7» changes of sign will be? lost because P(x), 

P|{x) . . . . , P„_,(x) had alternate signs before the 

passage through the zero, and like signs Immedi tely 

after; that sign being the sign of P^(x)* 

(3) The value of x may pass through a zero of one 

of the auxiliary functions P^(x), not occurring in either 

Pr.^(x) or P̂ ,̂,(x). If this is the case, this zero must 

give to P̂ .̂ (x) and ^̂ (̂(x) either like or unlike signs. 

Let us assume first that the signs are the same* Then 

In the passage through the zero of V^{x) two changes of 

sign ar© lost, because the sign of Pf-(x) was different 

from that of the .others before the passage through the 

zero and after the passage, they are the same, since 

only the sign of Tf{x) changes* Nc^ if the signs of 

p^_,(x) and P̂ ,̂(x) are not the same, no changes ofsign 

will be lost, since only the sign of Pr(x) ohanges. 

Before the passage through the zero the signs of P^_,(x), 

Pt-(x)# and Pr4.,(*) »»̂ 8t be either i- , -. + 4 » -++ — » 

or 4 - - * respectively and after the passage through 

the zero ^^4 , __^ , ̂  , and 44.— respectively, 

thus establishing this case* 
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(4) The value of x raay pass through a zero occurring 

m times in Pr(x) but not occurring in ?^_^{x). Since this 

zero is of multiplicity r̂  in Pp(x), it causes the functions 

^r(^h Pr+|(*)» . . . . , P̂ ^̂ _̂ (x) to vanish for this 

value of X. The exact number of vitiations of sign will 

depend upon the relative signs of T>r-\(x) and of Pr4,„(3f). 

Tae following is easily established. 

(a) When Py.̂ ,̂ x) and "P^^yy^tx) have like signs, then 

m changes of sign are lost when m is even, snd 

m41 ohanges are lost when m is ocd. 

(b) When P̂., (x) and P̂ .̂̂ (x) have unlike signs, then 

m ohanges are lost when m is even, and 

m—1 changes are lost when 9a is odd. 

Our conoluelono are, then, that the number of 

variations of sign lost will always be even, in this 

case, and that no ohanges of sign oan be gained If the 

value of X is increasing continuously* 

Retidirlng the above proof in its entirety, we see 
;.v • 

that th3 number of variations of sign lost can be odd 

only when the value of x passes through a zero of P(x). 

Hence the number of variations of sign lost in the passage 

from Xrî a to x—b must be equal to the number of real 

zeros lying between x^a and x=ib, or exceed that number 

by a positive even integer, thus proving the theorem. 

The following corollary is evident from the fourth 

case in the above proof of the theorem of Fourier^-Budan. 

Corollary: When 2m successive terms of a polynomial 
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are absent, the polynomial has 2m Imaginary zeros. 

When 2m 4-1 successive terms are absent, the polynomial 

has 3m42 or 2m imaginary zeros according as the two 

terms between which the deficienay occurs have like or 

unlike signs* 

This corollary is known as De Gua's Rule for 

finding imaginary zeros. It is established by examining 

the number of ohanges of sign lost during the passage 

of X from a small negative value —h to a small positive 

value 4 h* 

The Theorem cf Sturm 

Theorem: Let P|(x) be the first derived polynomial 

of P(x), a polynomial of degree n with real coefficients, 

and let p2.{x), p3(x), . . . . , P,̂ (x) be the successive 

remainders, with their signs changed, in the process of 

finding the greatest oongnon divisor of P(x) and P\(x). 

if a and b, a<b, are two real numbers, neither a zero 

of P{x), then the excess of the number of variations of 

sign of Pfx), P^(x), . . * * , P^(x) for x=a over the 

number for x=b expresses exactly the niimber of real 

zeros of P(x) which lie b*'tween a euid b* 

Proof: Let q^, q^, . * * . , q^ represent the 

respective quotients in the greatest common divisor 

process. Then the functions P (x), P,(x), . . , P̂ ,(x) 

satisfy the following relations, 

P{x) = q,P, (x) -« Pjx) 
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P, (x) - q^Pjx)- P^(x) 

VJ^)-v v,Vi(^) -PK,(^) 
It follows th^t If^any two confteoutive functions 

P^(x) and P^^j(x), i—l, 2# . . . n—1 have a common 

factor, the remainder of th*̂  series of P̂ *{x) must also 

have that common factor, and P»̂ (x) will not be numerical. 

Converely, if P„(x) is not nuraerioal. It has a factor 

which must divide both Pr,.,(x) aad P„^^(x). That same 

factor must also divide P̂  Ax) smd eo on back to the 

two functions P(x) and P,(x). The necessary and suffloxsnt 

l»indltion, then, thrt P^(x) be numerical is that P(x) 

and Pj(x) do hot have a common factor. 

Xn examining th conditions for ohanges in the 

number of variations of sign in the series of functions, 

three cases must be considered* 

(1) When X takes on a value which is a zero of 

P(x), one variation of sign is lost, for P{x) and P, (x) 

had opposite signs immddiately bsfore the passage through 

the zero and like signs Immediately after the passage 

tnrough the zero. 

(2) SuppoetB X passes through a value which makes 

vanish one of the auxiliary functions P4.(x), P;̂ (x) , . 

• • » Pjf-jEx), Xn this oaee, let us assume that P^(x) is 

the vanishing function for x = c. Since 
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it follows that 

P̂ -̂ (c) = -̂  P^^,(c). 

This proves tU.t for x—c, Pr^(x) and Pr4,(3t> have the 

same numerical value but are opposite in sign. Let us 

now substitute in that same relation, a and b as values 

of X such that a<c<:b, but forming an interval in which 

no zero of P̂_, (x) fr Pr4̂ ,(x) occurs, so that these two 

functions retain thefcr original sigî s throughout this 

part of the dlBcussicn. If c is a zero of even multiplicity, 

the signs win not be changed, and the order of signs will 

be preserved. If the Sere c is of odd multiplicity, there 

will be one variation of sign and one permanency of sign 

in each possibility, whatever the sign of the middle 

functions. Since P̂ ,̂ (c) and P̂^̂, (c) differ only in sign, 

it follows that no variations of sign oan be lost, and 

that the order of signs will be the same as in the third 

case of the Theorem oi Fourier - Budan (page 30); — 4 , 

__^4 * 4-4— * *^* 4 — — ^^^^^ ^^® passage through the 

zero and __v-f , ^ ,4. and .^^^ , .respectively, 

Immediat^Xy after the pa8:rage through the zero. 

(3) When x takes on a value which inakee Vinish 

two or more non • consecutive functions P̂ '(x) and Pj(x). 

Since we have assumed that no two oonsecutive functions 

vanish together, the reasoning of the second case la 

applicable hare to each of the vanishirc functions. 

It follows that in this case, no loss of variations 

of sign can result. 
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We can conclude then, that when, end only when, 

the value of x passes through a value for which P(x) 

vanishes win a varî .tlon of sir;n be lost in the series 

of functions P(x), P, (x), P^(x), . . , . , iV,(x). 

Since it la assumed th^t x increases continuously in 

value, it follows that no changes in variations of sign 

oftn be gained, This establishes our theorem. 
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CHAPTER V 

ON THE REGIONS CONTAINING COMPLEX 

ZEROS 

A succession of modem theorems was inaugurated 

by the Gauss - Lucas Theorem on the location of the 

zeros of the derivative of a polynomial, real or 

imaginary. The theorem was first stated and proved by 

Lucas, but it follows as a direct corollary to a more 

general observation of Gauss, hence the name * Theorem 

of Gauss -* Lucas* • Gauss says that the zeros of the 

derivative of a polynomial are the positions of 

equilibrium in a plane field of force created by placing 

unit masses at each zero of the original polynomial. 

These masses attract or repel with a force which is 

inversely proportional to the distance measured from the 

position of the mass; a mass of r units being placed at 

an r • fold zero of the polynomial. 

Theorem: If in the complex plane of z=rx4iy we 

mark off the convex polygon whose veritoes are the 

points representing the zeros of a given polynomial and 

which contains either within or on its boundary all 

zeros of the polynomial, then none of the zeros of the 

derived polynomial will lie exterior to this polygon, 

and a zero will lie upon its boundary only when 

coincident with a multiple zero of the given polynomial. 
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Proof: Let a, (J^l, 2, . . . , n) be any zero of 

P^(«), any polynomial of degree n, and let r̂  and ̂ j be 

the length and argiiment of the vector drawn from this 

point to any point s. Then the Equilibrium Theorem of 

Gauss is proved by observing that the zeros of the 

derivative P^(«) are given by the solutions of the 

equation 

R(̂ j " ^'!-^^ ^ r e ' ^ ^ 

Then let us convert each term into its conjugate 

by changing each argument ^ into — 9j • It is easily 

seen that each term becomes a vector representing the 

repelling force of a unit mass placed at aj and repelling 

inversely ae the distance, thus giving the positions of 

equilibrium In this plane field of force. If we produce 

any side of the convex polygon, and let z be any point 

not In the half-plane containing the zeros of F,̂ («)* 

the components of force perpendicular to this line will 

all be directed away from the polygon,so that equilibrum 

at z will be Impcsiible. Like considerations apply when 

2 lies on a side and is not coincident with a multiple 

zero of Pr,(«); benoe equilibrium oan be obtained only 

at points of multiple zeros, and Inside the polygon 

Itself. 

The following theorem is evident from the above 

theorem of Gauss-Lucas, and will not, therefore, be 

proved here. 
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Theorem; If any sector of the complex plane of 

z=ax4ly contains all the zeros of the polynomial P(z), 

It will contain all tĥ ^ feres of the derived 

polynomial P»(z). 

A beautiful result, originally published without 

proof, la the Theorem of Jensen. This gives much more 

definite Information concerning the deriwative of a given 

poljmomial when the given polynomial is real. The first 

published proof was that of WAsh, but the one given here 

Is iziore simple and probably that of Jensen. 

Theorem: If P(z) is a polynomial whose coeffiolents 

are real numbers, then the Imaginary zeros of the deriv

ative P*(z) lie on or within circles whose dlaaeters 

are segments Joining the pairrs of conjugate imaginary 

zeros* 

Proof: Let 

wbere p end q are paeltlve numbers, and 

Where a;, b; and c» are real numbers* Taking the 

logarithm of Hz) and differentiating, we obtain 

Slno* z 18 of the fora x-4- iy, we isalce 
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aad 

Hence, equating to zero the real and imaginary components 

of the Sigma faotors of P*ts}» wehhave the necessary 

and sufficient conditions for those zeros of P'(z) 

which are not oommon to P(z), 

X 

The real zeros of P*(z) are furnished by y=:0; for if 

y=0. It would be Impossible for the second factor to 

vanish imlessthe point (x,y) were Inside one of the 

olroles 

for \i- -, ->-

woitld make tlie expression 

o 

positive* 

The multiple zeros of the polynomial P(z) are, of 

ocur8e,also zeros of the derivative P»(8) and lie on 
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these circles. This justifies the statement. 

The conolusions of the Theorems of Gauss - Lucas 

and of Jensen hold true, not only for the derivative 

of the polynomial, but for any real polynomial lfV?-|(*) 

for which we have a decomposition into partial fractions 

of the form 

and in which the Â ' are all positive. 

Walsh has st^^plemented Jensen's Theorem with the 

following corollary. 

Corollary: Any segment of the real axis, tree from 

zeros of the real polynomial P^(x) and which does not 

penetrate into any of its Jensen circles, can have 

upon it at most only one zero of P^(x)* Further, if 

any Jensen olrole has no point in common with any other 

Jensen circle In part exterior to it, and contains 

exactly k zeros of P^(x), then It will contain at least 

k—1 zeros of its derivative and at most k4l«zeros. 

Proofs Let a and b, a<b, denote the intercepts 

of this circle with the axis of reals* If the forces 

at a and b are directed right and left respectively, 

and all the particles representing zeros of P^(x), 

whose abscissas are less than a» are translated toward 

the left to infinity, one zero of PJ,(r) will issue 

from this circle C, and that toward the left.. If the 

particles whose abscissas are greater than b are 
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translated toward the right to infinity, one zero of 

Pjj(x) will issue from C and that toward the right. 

Xt follows from the Theorem of Gauss-Lucas that, sinoe 

there are k zeros of P„(x) on or within 0, then the 

minimum number of zeros of P»{x) on or within 0 must 

be k—1. Hence k—1 zeros of P«{x) remain in C and 
n 

k4l must have existed there originally. Similarly, 

if the forces at a and b are respectively to the left 

and right, and the same translations are made, no zero 

of "^^i^) ''̂ ll leave 0* Since k—1 zeros remain, there 

must,have been k—1 zeros in C originally. Finally, 

If the forces at a and b have the same sense, and the 

same translations are made as in the first case, it is 

easily seen that the translation, whoae motion has the 

Same sanse as the force at the intercept of C with the 

axis of reals in the same half-plane with the moving 

particles will not remove a zero from 0. Since the 

other translation is in the opposite sense to the 

sense of the force at Its respective Intercept of C with 

the axis of reals, one zero of ?^(x) will be removed* 

As before, k—1 zeros remain in 0, therefore the original 

number must have been k* 

We Immediatley obtain the following theorem* Xt 

will not be proved, becatise a more general statement, 

with proof, follows later in the paper. 

Theormai If P(x) is a real polynomial with two simple 

zeros at 41 and — 1 , with m zeros whose abscissas are 
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greater than m41, n zeros whose abscissas are less than 

—tt-1, and no other zeros, than P»(x) has one real, 

zero, and no other zeros, in the unit circle whose center 

is the origin* 

We follow the above proof with a thooram related 

to that of Jensen. It is from this theorem that the 

main result in this paper is derived. 

Consider the polynomial 

. P(z»- (sVl)(z^a)"^" 

where a Is real and a is of the form x41>. Differentiating, 

P«(«)= (a-a)"'^/Cn-2){z^4^1)4 2z(z-a}7 

Multiplying through by (z-aT*^^ » we obtain 

(aj-aT^P«(z) =j^n-2)(z^41)4 3«(z-aiJ 

n(x41y)^— 2a(x4-ly)4-n—2. 

Eliminating a between the real and imaginary parts of 

the above, we obtain 

When a is large and positive, one of the zeroe of 

P*{z) is near the origin, and the other is near the point 

- ^ * AS a decreases, the former moves to the right and 

the latter moves to the left. They coalesce at T / ^ ^ 

where a^-yn(n—3)* As a continues to decrease, the 

zeroa move on the circle determined by 

x'4-y^zz. ̂ ^"^-
n 

remaining conjugate imaginary nambers. In particular. 
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when a = 0, the two seros =rc at 4 1-|/^^ 

Theorem: If p(z) is a real polynomif 1 of degree n 

whose zeros are all real except slaqple zeros at 4^1, 

then all the non - real zeros of vH^) H e in or on the 

olrole whose oeater is ttie origin and whose radius is 

Proof: Consider the force at points of the circle 

passing through the points iil and intersecting the axis 

of reals at ^, between the points y ^ and i. The lines 

of action of the force at points of the arc, caused by 

the particles at ± 1, all pass through the point -3^^ • 

If 

n ̂2. 

..^^-1 Z^^ 
1-^^ ^v5 

we would have 

in ^ 

which Is contraty to our assumption* Therefore the force 

at p caused by the n—2 particles at-T^TC is less than 

the force caused by the two particles at ii. Similarly, 

theforce at any point of the arc considered, caused 

by the particles at 4 1, increases as we pass from the 

axis of realsk while than caused by the n—f poirtlcles 

decreases. It is easily seen that no point of this ca 

olrole oan lie a point of •qullibrlum* It follows that 

no circle having a point In oommon with the unit circle. 
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whose center is the origin, oan have upon it an 

equilibrium position. This con^letes the proof. 

When all the zeros of P(z) except two non - real 

zeroa are euffloiently removed fror. the latter, the 

zeros in the corresponding Jensen circle are real. We 

shall next prove a theorem giving sufficient conditions 

for the reality of the zeros of p»(z). It concerns 

only th3 one Jensen circle, bwt m&y be extended to several 

others,in order* 

Theorem: If l?(z) is a polynomial with simple zeros 

at 1 1 and 4 1, m zeros whose abscissas are greater that 

-ymim^ 2), n aeros whose abscissas are lees than —-/n(n42), 

and with no other zeros, then P*(z) has precisely one 

zero In the Interval y;''yf^ ) 'y^% ) »^^ ^^ ^^^ • ^ « ^ 

zero in the Jensen circle whose center is the origin-

Proofs Let mr:0, n=î O, and all the n zeroe be 

oonoentrated at -Vn(n4^)> in which caF.e P'(z) has a 

double zero at-^|^j and second, m ^ , n^O, and all the 

m zeros oonoentrated at V srfmt2), in which case P'(z) 

ir\ 

\0.n a double zero at - i ^ ^ • These are called degenerate 

causes, and we malce the convention that one of the zeros 

belongs to tha Interval (-y^^ ) yf^^ ). 

Xn a non - degenerate case, the force at I/;^T^ 

Is directed toward the right, for otherwise we would 

have the force at that point caused by the particles 

at ±1 less than the force caused by the m iparticles: 
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An 

A7?4'2- ^ ^ 1 ^ I — ; : n^H 

whloh yellds 

m<"m 

Which is absurd* Similarly,athe force at --7/n(n43) Is 

directed toward the left, so the interval of the theorem 

contains at least one zero of ?•(«). 

Suppose neither of the points ± 1 lies within or 

on any Jensen circle exo^t the unit circle C whose 

center Is the origin* Then 0 contains at least one zero 

and not more than three zeros of P*(>s)« By applying 

Walshes 8iQ>plement ie Jensen<s Theorem, It can be 

oetermined whether C oontalns one, two or three zeros* 

Xt Is evident that all tha|ia zeros are real* 
•4 

%XBffpQ%% next that a point of C in the first quadrant 

lies In ol on another Jensen eirole pertaining to the 

m zeros* At such a point (x,y} the horizontal component 

^ t&0 force caused by the partiqles at ± 1 is greater 

tlian the horizontal ooo^onint of the force caused by the 

mpaartloles* Assuming the contrary, we have 

Which Is ln|)osslble. Hence neither of the points 4̂ 1 

oan M r a zero of P*(s). 

Xt Is oonoelvable, secondly, that a point p:(x,y) 
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in the first quadrant and on 0 shoiad H e exterior to 

all the Jensen circles pertaining to the m zeros, and 

yet should H e interior to one or more of the Jensen 

Oirt̂ les pertaining to the n zeroe, and should be a 

zero of p>{z). We shall prove the la^ossiblllty of 

this as follows: such a zero of P'(z) must be near the 

point 4-1̂  for as we move xipward from that point along 

C the horizontal force of P caused by tha two particles 

at ii becomes greater and eventually exceeds the force 

at p oaused by the m partioles^ The force at p camsed 

by the m particles is such that tha vector repressnting 

the total force at p oaused by the m particles and the 

particles .̂t i,i Is inclined at a ooiiiparatlvely steep 

angles Xn order for the force at p caused by two or 

more of the n particles to be Inolined at that same 

aSkgle, p must be quite near the center of the corresponding 

Jensen circle^ which proves to be impossible* 

Consider the slope of the line of action of the 

force ouased by the two particles at 4.1 and by the m 

partloles (the force always with a oomponsnt to the 

left) •* this slope is numerically least when the m 

< J d J 4 4 < JJ 

peirtloles are concent rated at -yTrntm-hS). For, invert 

the configuration in the unit circle whose center is p, 

except that the point (-^x^y) is to be Invorted into a 

point % by means of a olrole whose center is p and whose 

radius's-iF-ir When we replace the m particles of the 

theorem by the m coincident partloles, the terminus of 
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the corresponding vector is seen to lie in or on the 

boundary of the sector of the circle, which vector is 

bounded by the line through p, and -y m(m42), and by 

the oirfcle which is the inverse (with respect to the 

unit circle whose center is p) of the reflection of that 

line in the axis of reals. The point of contract of a 

tangent from q to that circle cannot lie betweon the 

point which is the Inverse of y~m?m42) and the inter

section of pq with the circle. This fact is proved 

most easily perhaps, by inverting the inverse figure 

(including q) in the unit circle of unit radius whose 

center is p. This ooaipletes the î roof that the slope 

is namerically least when the m zeros are concentrated 

at ~V a{m42). 

If all the m zeros j,Te located at -J~ii(m4?), the 

total force at p due to the m particles and to the 

particles at ill has a slope numerically equal to 

tVt^ 

assuming that the force has a component to the left 

If this quantity is less than 

_ my 

we shall have 
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which inequality is false for x<l. 

Consider the force caused by one pair of the n 

partloles, using running coordinates {^jV}), the slope 

of the line of aotlon of the force at [&,¥] ) is 

6- * (̂ 4̂-n'-4 1 

and the locus of points at which the force has the slope 

-^y^ ^ given by 

All points In the first quadrant and Interior to the 

corresponding Jensen olrole, at which the slope of the 

force is numerically greater than ̂ , lie above the line 

jfl -^rJJi^^O • For the point p considered above, we 

have u 

then if p is a position of equllil̂ rium we must have 

y> my 
•^ynCyh-^^)^ -m-imii^-i'T)-'! 

which Is lmpoasibl.a. 

We have proved^ therefore, that no point of the 

circle 0 oan be a zero of ?Ht) except the points ±.1. 

Also, it has been shown, that these cannot be zeros of 

?•(«) when-4 1 lies in or on a Jensen olrole pertaining 

to one of the m particles, nor -^1 if it lies on or within 

a Jensen circle pertaining to one of the n particles. 
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How we know that the forces at the points y m(m4'2) 

and -n/n{n + 2) lure both directed away from the origin. 

BOnoe, If we translate aU the zeros of P(z) which are 

greater than V m(»-^3) and leas than --VnTrT^i) to the 

right and l e f t rospeotively until they become oonoentrated 

at inf ini ty , one mto of P»(s) wil l leave the Interv d 

C— Y"n{n -^3), -V~m{ :. f 3) )to tho tUht and one to the l e f t . 

Then th^ only aeros l e f t are the ftimple zeros at 4.1* 

By the l^eor^ft of Gauss • Lucre (p'^es 36 and 37) there 

i s one point of equlllbrlunt in the latervi\l glv<tn and 

honoo one zero of r»(«) . i t la eajJily seen, then, that 

there Is proolsely one zero of r*{z} In the Interval 

given, whon any of tlie Jensen olrolos intersect the olrole 

0 and enolose th<? points ± 1 , 

Since we have just darlved a sufflolent condition 

for the real i ty of the Z^TQB of P*(s}, we snail now 

derive tho condition for th^ non-reality of the zoros* 

f(m proof wi l l be followed with a summary of the results 

of the theorem ^ d tho one ptooedlng* 

fheoroffiS If P(«) i s a real poiynoialal of degree 

n;>3 with sissple zeros at 4 1 (md —1, and if a l l the 

other «or s of Pfs) are interior X' the interval 

(o,n/ »(n4,'!)) , then P*(») has precisely two 

noo»real ^eros* 

Proof! r irst P»(8) cnn have no z ro interlja to 

a f in i t e Interval of the axis of reals bounded by tho 

origin and a 2sero of P(«) but oontalning no zero of P{z) . 

TEXA5; TECHNOLOGICAL COLl£«E LIBKARY 
LUB , j U ^ tEXAS 
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Consideration of the forces at such a point (x,y) as 

a result of the particles at d^l, and the particles on 

the axis of reals# leads to the inequalities 

> " - ^ 

Seoond, there oaji be no more than one zero of P'(z) 

interilor to an interval of the axis of reals boxinded by 

two zeros of P{») * If there were, it would be possible 

to move to the left the zero of P(z) which is the right 

hand boiindary of that interval, and eventually cause two 

of the zeros of P'{z) to become imaginary; for, when a 

K^fold aero and an L-fold zero of P(z) coalesce, the 

point is a (K+Xi—l)-fold zero of P*(2)* 

XiOt us assume that one zero of P(z) exists in the 

InterViil of the theorem, and in the unit circle wlthv 

center at the origin, whose abscissa is less than that 

of eome point (x,y). Let us assume also that the point 

(x,y) lies in this unit circle* The vertical component 

of the force at (x,y) as a result of the particle in 

that position is not less than the component for a 

partlole at the origin. 

The vertical oo^ponent of the force at (x,y) caused by 
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the particles at i^i i s , numerically 

Assuming that (x,y) i s a zero of P«(z), we have 

which i s impossible for y^-^ * 

This complet3E the proof that there ii3 not more than 

one zsro of ^^^^z) interior to any interval of the axis 

of reals bounded by two zeroa of P(z), and therefore 

that there are precisely two non-reil zeros in P' (z ) . 

By suffli^rizing therxesalts as stated >>cfore, we obtain 

the following proposition. 

If H'2') i s a polynomial of degree- n \^ith simple 

zeros at ± 1 , and a l l the remaining a—2 zeros are real 

and — 

t l ) concentrated at y ~ n ( n - ^ , "^^\z) has a double 

zero at i /^^ 

(2) with abscissas not less than V ^ n —2), P»(z) 

has all its zeroa real, and precisely one of them " les 

in the interval (0)-f^^) 

(3) with absoissas non-negative but less thsji 

i n(n-2), p^(z) has precisely two non-real zeros 

(4) With abscissas unrestricted, the non-real zeros 

of P'(z) H e on or within the circle whose center Is 

the origin and radius -i/SHl-
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(5) with abscissas unre&tricted but co inc ident , the 

l ion-rsal p.eros of P'(j.} l i e on t h i t o i r c l ' j . 

A po lynoi ia l 

a^z"4a,z'>^^4. . . 4 ^ n . 2 4 a ^ (1) 

i s a l id to bo a^volai to the polynoiiial 

1)̂ 2̂ ^ 4 b, e^^U . . . . 4 - 1 , ^ 2 - v b ^ ( l a ) 

When the B and b ba t i s fy the followirx;. r e l a t i o n 

wheie^^r represents the rrj.:;ber of poaelMe combin?.tlons 
0 

of n quantities taken j at a ti e. 

If the variable 2 is a function of two variables 

X and y, the mixed pol^r of (la) with respect to (1) 

may be written (we designate (la) by P(x,y), or to 

save space, P) 

%^ _ a ^ ^ ^^.^ ^^ P .̂. .(-1)" 6^1 (3) 

Holle's Theorem states that between two rer̂ l zeros of a 

polynomial P(x) with r s d coefficients, there is at least 

one zero of the derived function P*(x). If these two 

zeroe -̂ re imaginary we wonder what relation can be de

rived concerning a zero of T*(x), Another t' ::rcm, sim

ilar to one in the preceding: chapter will b? proved here, 

and is inown as Grace*8 Theorem. 

The theorem of Oaues-L'-icas may now be restated in 

in the following for:.: If all the zeros of ?(x) lie in 

8 given closed curve in the oomplax plane, then so do 

all the zeros of P«{^). The p:':of of this theorem is 

given on pages 36 and 37. 

(-I)'' 
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Let i!.̂  sr̂ p:)08c. tLit •'vhis closed c i i v j i s a c i r c l e , 

and then l e t '.s i^vor^ t\.l;j c i r c l e wl .h r-r-ect to 

some external - - i n t 0. This i s equir-lent to a homo-

gT-̂  o ic transformation of z such that th^ point at in 

f i n i t y beco-ies 0 and t> ** de. ivs^lve T^{z) becomes the 

firf^t polar of tĥ * • oint at in f in i ty , -e then infer that 

i f r l l t l o zeroe of P(z) l i e in v. c i r c l e , than a l l the 

zeroB of the f i r s t polar of any point outside that c i r 

c l e l i e inside the same c i r c l e . Tnis statement holds 

true when the zeros of ?{z) l i e or, ae ?e: i ae inside, 

tl.o c i r c l e . Slrailarly, If a c i rc l e oont-^rir no zero 

of P(z ) , the jseros of the flrî t̂ volar of any point in 

the c i r c l e a l l l i e outside the c i r c l e , fa nee we ob

ta in: 

Theorem: If the polynomial Vi,z) be •:.. polar to a 

rolynomial '^(z), then ?(z) h .c a zerc lying Within the 

c i r c l e oontalning the zeroe of 0 ( z ) . 

Proof: Let the polyp.o- i a l s Ir̂^ homogeneous. That 

I s , replace z by x, and make the wxprei^elons homogen

eous by Xĵ  . Then l e t 

P{x,xj=.a';, 

and l e t 

i'C the apolar form so that we have (ab) == 9, or, if 

the zeros of ?(x) b3 (*\ y ) . (2,2^), (̂ v, v^)(w, w^l 

we have 
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Thus, of the n r-tio^ (y,:'J .(w w ) 

n —1 of them raay be oiiopen arbitrarily. The nth ratio 

will bo r;ivcn be the mixed, pol-r cf ^^^y^), (z^-^.^) 

•••» ^^i^j) ̂ Ith respect to 

b ; - o . 

Now returning to the complex rlane, suprose that 

the ZBToa of the fired apol̂ .r rX-i] arc all inside a 

circle S, and suppose that z,,z^, , z^ are 

the zeroe of P(z) so that z^ is d?termim;d by equating 

to 7.oro the mixed polar of 2, ,:*,, , z^^with 

respect to P(z). 

If z,be outside S, then all tu* rercs cf P,(z) are 

inside S, If z^ be outside 8, all the zeros cf its 

first polar Pjz) will be inside S and so on. By con

tinuing, we arrive at the linear polynomial V„,,{7) 

which determines 7^^, Hence, if z^ , z^, z^,. . ••̂ n-i 

are outside S, 2^ must be inside S, '̂ hich est. blishes 

the theorem. 

We then obtain our final proposition. 

Theorem: If the coefficients of the rolynomial 

P(z) satisfy any linear homogeneous relation, then the 

derived polynomial always has a zero in or on a certain 

circle. 

Proof: 

Let P{z)= a„z''4 â z'̂ -'̂ -.c. . . .^a^^z-^a^ (4) 

and suppose that the relation in question is 

*ô o •» *,̂ ,-»- • • • *va„t^^O. (5) 
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Kow p(z) ia apolar to 

r(z)~0oz''A o,z'*-'j' -V c. 

when 

Therefore, P(z) is apolar to a polynomial of the form 

^ (6) 

and hence, P(z) always has a zero within any circle 

enclosing all the zeros of Q(z). If we choose the 

least of these circles, we have a definite circle with

in which there is always a zero of H^) > 

How let 

P'{z)^py\p[z''''\. . . .-̂-P̂., (7) 

so that 

Hz) = ^^^^z"''-^ -^-K (3) 

wh«re p i* an arbitrary oonetant. Hence If P(z) 

hae two given zeros^ and ^ , we h-ve 

a homogeneous linear relation between the coefficients 

of P*(z). Consequently, by the result Just proved, 

p»(z) is apolar to the polynomial: 

_ ^ 3 (yi-iXi^-^JCh-a) _ i _ (^«-5, Q^--y\ ^ ^ f, . 
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That is. p(2) is apolar to the polynomial of degree 

n-^1 

Thus, if p{2) has two given zeroe,a( and /i , P(z) is 

apolar to the polynomial 

(]f-z)'^-(p- z)'̂  (11) 

whose zeros are 

(oC — z)»ui (|i~ z) 

where ^ is any nth root of unity other than unity 

itself; otherwise0/and fi would be equal. 

To construct the points representing these zeros, 

take A and 6 for the points representing the zeros o^ 

and /S , and let 0 be the midpoint of AB. Then we have 

( 12) 

Therefore 

o/-(3 
-z. 

I 1 '• 

n (r^ hh-'-y^'^) 

- i d ^ ^ 
— ^ ^ ^ Y\ (13) 

or 

(14) 
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Sinoe 0 is the midpoint of AB, A and B representing 

OL and ̂  , we have, giving due regard to directions 

0A + 6 B = 0 

0A-5R-2(5A=^80B. 

S ubstituting in the above, (14), it is evident that, 

to go from 0 to z, we must travel through a distance 

OA cot '^ 

from 0 along a line at right angles to AB. 

The greatest distance of one of these points 

from 0 is 

OA cot -̂  

and hence all the zeros of 

(c(- z)''-(|2,-- 2)*̂  

lie within a circle whose ce ter is 0 and whose radius 

is 

5A cot ? . n 

But P»(z) is apolar to the polynomial 

(̂ - z)''̂ ((3-2)'' 

therefore P*(z) has at least one zero in this same 

circle. 

Having proved these relations, Oraoe's Theorem 

may be stated in these forms. 

Theorem of Grace: If ml. and fi are any two zeros 

of any polynomial of degree n, then within or on a cir

cle of center ^ and radius '^^ cot if there will be 

at least one zero of the derived polynomial. 

Grace»s Apolarity Theorem: If tT?o polynomials are 
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apolar, then any circle in the complex plane which con

tains all the zeros of wither of the polynomials will 

oontain at least one zero of the other. 

Theorem of Laguerre: If P(x) is a polyno.alal of 

degree n with arbitrary complex coefficiente, and if 

is an arbitrary point in the x-plane for which 

Hoc )=^0 and P»(cy) :̂  0, there lies on or within ev

ery circle through the points ô  anda-v>^ at least one 

zero of P(x). if all the zeros of P(x) do not lie on one 

of these circles, then at least one zero lies outside, 

and one within this circle. 

Proof; (a) Let z,,z^,. . , . ,z^ be the zeros of 

the polynomial 

P(z)^ z'^-z'-4a^z^-^^ . . . . 4- a^ (15) 

so that z,-v ẑ -v . . . . ^z^^l. Let g be an arbitrary 

straight line through the point z=rl and lying in the 

complex z-plane. Let d be the distance of this line 

from the point z^O. We dr«w g» parallel to g at a dis

tance ^ from z^O so that ẑ Ô does not lie between the 

two lines g and g». Thus g* goes through the point ẑ -i . 

Then all the zeroe z^ lie on g* or at least one lies 

on each side of g*. 

Every oomplex number z^ can be expressed exactly 

as the sum of two other num"̂ ere z'̂ ^ and z»5< so that 

the vector representing z»^ is parallel to g» and that 

representing z»^^ls perpendicular to g». 

Then ^ 2J*«*K 4-Z*I< 
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and 
d»4d"=^l 

so that 

z!;4 z}^^ , , .-\ zj^d* (16) 

is necessary. IF now, z'^ ^ <^\ , then z^ and 0 lie 

on the same side of g». If zj ̂  ^\ , then z lies 

on g». If, finally, z\y ^^"/^ , then g and z^^ lie on the 

same side of g». From (16) it follows that all the 

«Kr= ^ /h , or if some z," «:̂  <^\ then there are some 

Zj for which zj' >*='X̂ . From this follows the Theorem of 

Laguerre. The theorem is made more general by the fol^^^j^g 
transformation. 

(b) In (15) substitute z ̂ -1- . After multiplying 

through by u"̂  , w© have the polynomial 

l-u4-a^u*--h -V-â u*̂  (17) 

of degree n, at the highest. The straight line g«, by 

this substitution, is transformed into a circle through 

the point \x=^0 aad u&n. Thus we have this statement. 

An arbitrary olrole is drawn through the points u-0 

and u^n. Either all the zeros of (17) lie on this circle 

and at least one outside. By the representation of z = -Ĵ  , 

the two half-planes formed by g' pass over into the ex

terior and Interior of these arbitrary circles. 

(o) In (17) is now substituted u=.~|ax and mul-
^\ 

tiplled through by a© giving th® polynomial 

ao-v-a, x4 Â x"̂ -V • • • .-̂  A»,x^^ f(x) (18) 

with a,,4 0 and a,40 which proves that eltl er all the 

zeros of (18) lie on the boundary of some circle through 
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the points t - 0 and x=-vi-|̂  or the least one lies wltlr-

in this circle and one outside it. 

(d) Finally in (18) is ubstituted y-x-ct giving 

the polyno iial 

f(<3/)-Vft(ô  )y _j, 4f''(o')y^=0 (19) 

for which it is evident that all the zeros of (19) lie on 

a circle through the points y=0 and y^-^^^j or at least 

one lies inside it and one lies outside it. Then it 

follows from y=x-o( that all the zeros of (19) lie on 

the boundary of a circle through the points x^c^ and 
4 Q^ 

x=.o^~y>-i;— or at least one lies within it and at 
J'Cd) 

least one outside this circle. This completes the proof. 

Given the polynomial 

P(z)= (z^o^, ){z^qrj (z-o<^. 

and the relation 

' - v ^ ^ + ' - ^ 
^ - ^ 1 , Z-^v Z-Q'H/ Z - O ( 

This relation may be rewritten 

PU K 

where P*{7) is the first derived polynomial of P(z). 

Solving, we have 

. P'o; 

o( Is called the derived point of «. 

Laguerre*8 Theorem, proved on pagee 57 to 60, aay 
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be stated in this form. 

Theorem: fvery circle through any point z and its 

derived point Q( as defined by (20) either passes through 

all the zeros of P(z), or else has at least one zero in 

the region interior to it, and at least one zero in the 

exterior region. 

With a slight change of notation, we may etate an 

auxiliary theorem, from which we shall deduce the main 

propostion. 

Theorem: Let z^, z^, , z^ lie within a cir

cular region 0, and let2)^ denote the sum of all possible 

products of af the zy taken r at a time. Then the equation 

:i rr^ ^ i^ a ^^'^ ^ ^I^frjl :J t^-^ . (21) 

where 

has at least one zero in 0 for each set of vnlues a^, a^, 

a ^ , • • « • • >^tt—\ • 

Proof: The theorem is trivial if all the â ^ are 

zero. It is obviously true for tz=l. 

Let us place k -r in (21) • We have 

p{z)r^a^z''4ra, z*̂'' ,̂r â ^̂ j.̂ . a^ 

whence we set up the function 

zP'(z)-rP(z) = -r l[3Z^''4(r-l)a^-^''4 . .4-a J . 

By (20), we have 
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whence, by substitution 

(22) 
r-l 

Kow replacecy by ẑ . in (2.?) and clear of fractions; 

arranging the resulting function In descending powers 

of z. We obtain, 

(a^z^4apz''''4(r-l)(a,z^4a^)z^-\4. , . .^(a , z^4a^)—0.(23) 

Comparing this with (21), we note that 

H --a,., z,4a,z,2::; 4 a.(Z.2;;::4x:::) 

^ [ao-T^y-^diOZ^r.] 4(az^+a,^5;;;:^ 4(a^z,4a3^X;^3 

+ • • -^LdiY^^^r-i)^ 

whence (23) is a oase of (21) for k=r -1. and hence 

(23) has a root ẑ . in 0. 

By substituting^^ for z in (r*^), the result Is 

Obtained that the derived point isj^r • ®y Laguerre's 

Theorem, every circle throii^ %r and z^ either has on 

or within it a zero of Hx) or, it has at least one 

zero in the exterior region and one in the Interior 

region bounded by 0. Since Z^ and i^ are both in 0, wa 
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may draw through them a circle interior to C, hence 

P(z) has a zero in C. It follows that equation (ri) 

also has a zero in C. 

This theorem is equivalent to the preceding 

Theorem of Grace, whloh states: 

Theorem: If P(z) is apolar to a given polynomial 

Q{z), then it has c zero within any circle enclosing 

all the zeros of Q( z). 

The condition that a polynomial 

p(z) = (z-z,)(z-zj (̂ -̂ K̂  ^2*^ 

and (21) should be apolar is ex?.ctly the condition (21a). 

This is a consequence of Laguerre's Theorem when the 

latter is put into homogeneous form. If in (21) we re

place or by ^ , • '^y y/u » and P?z) by y'^?(x,y), (21) 

takes the form 

? ?^(x,y)4 r) ?^(x,y)^ 0 

whloh is the equation of the first polar (̂  »K] ) with 

respect to P(x,y). Laguerre's Theorem may now be 

stated in this for;: 

Theorem; If the point (y=>% is outside a circle 0 

oontalning all the zeros of P{z) f then all the zeros of 

the first polar of <^ with respect to P^%) lie within C. 

Consider a set of points ẑ  , z^,. . . • * z,̂  , 

and let ?^(z) be the first polar of z, with respect to 

PCz), P^(z) that of 'ĵ wlth respect to P,(?)* and so on. 

If all the Zj* are outside C, the zeros of P, (?), P-Jz). . 

, . . P̂ ,̂ (z) are within C-
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If (21) and (24) are apolar, z,̂  i s a zero of P^H^^) 

and Grace's Theorem, in which P(z) n̂d Q(z) raay be 

Interchanged, follows directly. 

The -nixed polars Pj(z) , P^(z) P^-; (*) 

are perhaps, worth,writing down in another form. Thus, 

i f we use the notation for r <: k, 

if ( z ) ^ o^(z-z, ){z-z^) . . . . (z-Zj^) 

= o ẑ'̂ 4 c, z'̂ 'U • • • • 4 <5̂  . 

we have 

In non-homogeneous notation, the equation P^(z)=^0 

becomes 

Thus, if every zero of P(z) is within a circle C, 

and every zero of is outside 0, then every zero of 

(26)18 within C. 
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THE TRSAT'iiaiT OF A. COHK 

In his dissertation, A. Cohn had a treatment on 

the number of zeros existing within a circle. This 

treatment is very similar to that of Sturm on the num

ber of real zeros in an interval. The determination 

of the number of zeros in a circle is then, analagous 

to the determination of the real zeros. The zeros in 

the othet regions may also be found by this method. 

Given the polynomial 

P,(x)sa.x"4 ajX^'^ .^a^ , â -̂ 0, 

we may set up the polynomial 

P^(x)sx^ ]̂ Cl/x)2â x'̂ Aâ ,,x̂ îv . .4a, 

where the â . are the oon^plex conjugates of the â  . 

I . If (ao|7) â |we obtain 

«̂ ô i (^'- %Px(»:)=:xpj(x). 

The polynomial P3(x) Is, at most of degree n-1. P, (x) 

has one more zeros in the unit circle than P^(r). 

II. If laal^la^)we have 

a^P^(x)-a^,P^(x)sP3(x). 

The polynomial of 1̂  (x) is, at most of degree n-1 

and has the same number of zeros in the unit circle 

as Pj (x). 
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III. a^=^a„^a,=^a^.,, , &yz^e^^,^+, 

Where l<5/r^ i, k^[n/3j^ where [n/2j is the greatest in

teger appearing in n/2, and a^^^a^^^. We set up then 

s.^—6 â ,̂ 
a 

0 

^zz^ 

Let 

P3(x)^ [a„P^ (x)-a,Pj[x)l 

Then since a^^ea^ 

P3(x)^a,[(.^-^a^,^)x^'^(a,,.^^^x--' 

4 ^(a„-;a^x-V (a»r^ 

If we set up the polynomial 

^^'^-=^^Tlrl P^(X), 

then Q(x) has the same number of zeros in the unit 

oifole aw P3(x), and therffore as P, (x). 

I?. ay=fca^.^, (|r==l,2,3, . . . ., n). \dl~X 

we have 

P3(x)-r'^'P,^(l/3t)-a,^ A2a,^,x^'"4 . . . . 4na,, 

and this has the aame number of zeros in the unit 

olrole as IJ(x}. 

In every oase, one of these rules can be trans-

file:///dl~X
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formed into another. By it we may also obtain the 

zeros on the boundary of the unit circle. The rule 

may be stated as follows: 

The Rale J If P^(x) is the first polynomial under 

IV, and if Oohn's formula is applied to it o^ times, 

the polynomial 

P^^,(x)^x^-'P»« (1/x) 

is obtained, where s is the degree of P^{T). If 

ĵ̂ ,(x) has L zeros in the unit circle, the P, (x) has, 

for P^ (x), t^s-2L zeros of value unity. 

Proof: tt<^{x) and "^(x) are two polynomials 

and is on ihe boundary of the xmit circle every

where when J{x) =:'y{x), then ^(x) and 4)(xH1p(x) 

possess the eajne niMber of zeros inside the unit oir^ 

ole. Thereiire P^(x) and P^(x) possess, following the 

preceding definition, the same zeros a, ,a^, a^ - ^ a ^ 

for the value unity. 

Let G{x)^^-77' (x —a^ and P^(x)^F(x) .G( x). Then 

P (x) = ̂ (-a}.a{x).i;(x) where F (x) = x"-^(l/x). We 

can obtain fromlxl^l, lr{x)lr̂ |F̂ (x)| . Thus if(^1^1, 

and alsoix|:rl, we have lF(x)l>|;iF (x)| . From this 

we obtain F, (x) and F( x) and F(x)4^F^(x) which have the 

same number of zeros in the unit circle. 

If we multiply by 0(x), we then obtain P, (x) and 

Pj (x) 4/c P^(x) so that these polynomials have, for ev

ery number \yu.l ^=^1, the saune nvimber of zeros in the 
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nnlt circle. Therefore 

/̂  = ̂ f(i) 
From this we obtain directly Rules I and II. But 

if |p.d(̂ |â |we must multiply P (x) by a factor which does 

not disappear, in the unit circle, in order to obtain a 

polynomial of the type under I and II, This, then, ver

ifies the statement of part III. whoee correctness may 

be proved by direct figuring. The proof of pnrt IV. does 

not follow from the above, and is too long and tedious 

to be given here. 

A Criterion for a Polynomial to Have Cnly Zeros in 

the Unit Circle. 

This criterion is developed from the Cohn Rule I 

by J. Sohur. 

In order that a polynomial 

Pjx)^a^x'^4 â /'~'4- • . . 4«i,H'̂ -̂  â » ^^^ 

may have zeros only In the unit olrole, it is necessary 

and suffiolent that jâ hjâ l and that 

Pjx) -1/r IJ^OP, (x) - â »''P, (l/3c)l, 

a polynomial of degree n-1, hafs zeros only in the same 

unit circle, 

Sinoe the product of all the zeros of P(x) is 

(-1)-^ jâ )7|â |l8 necessary. Since P(x) has one 
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more zero in the unit circle than ?Jix), from part 

I of Cohn»8 Rule, the condition on P,(x) is also nec

essary. For it P^(x) had less than n-1 zeros in the 

unit circle, Ij(x) would have less than n in the same 

unit circle which is contraty to the hypothesis. li 

J'T.(X) has all its zeros,n-1 in number, in the unit 

circle, it follows that Pj(x), of degree n, will have 

n aeros in the same unit circle sinoe P,(x) has one 

more zero that p2.(x), and this is the sirffiolent condition 

THfOHKM OF KAKSYA 

Theorem; 

P(x)2La^x'a+a, x̂ '-Lf . . .-fa>,^x+a^, 

will have zeros only in the unit circle if all the a 

are real and if 

aoYa,7a^-7» . . . . . . .-T̂  a„>a^>0. 

Proof: This theorem is an example of the pre-

dedlng criterion. 

It is possible to have, for example 

P^(x)=b,3ir-\b^_^x'^"4 . .4 b,., 

80 that 
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and here, it is also true that 

^^7l>, > n VT^O-

It is evident that, on the grounds of Sohur*s 

oriterion, the theorem is trivial for a polynomial of 

the first degree. 

The theorem is generally proved by mathematical 

induction. It will, however, be proven directly with

out reference to Cohn or Sohur. We formulate 

P(x)=. a^Aa,x4 . . . .4 âjX*̂  

with 

and with no zero Oj except those of absol^*® value 

less than unity. We have 

(l-x)F(K)a:a^-(ap^a, )x-(a^ - a^)x"^ 

• . • A a»,x' 

Thus 

l(l-x)P$x)|^ao-(a,--a,)lxl- ^a^yxj^"' 

where the equality sign holds only for a-O. For x<l, 

excliading x = 0 and x = l, we obtain 

\(l-x) P(x)l-;>r a.-(ao-a, ) —(a,—aJ-. . —a„^0-
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S ince p(o)=/.o, and P(l):f=0, it follows that for x^l, 

P(x)~0. 

When 

has positive coefficients, ^11 the zeros lie between the 

maximum and minimum of the numbers 

e„ > By,., ^ ' a 

To prove this, we make the substitution in P(x) of 

r-=-7iy. The ratios of the coefficients then be--

come 

The quantity 71 may be so chosen that all the ratios 

are lass than unity. Thia verifies the theorem. If, 

however, P) be so chosen that all the ratios are great

er than anity, l/y is substituted for x in P(x) and the 

same verification results. 

W e obtain this corollary, dealing with real zeros 

Corollary: n is an even integer. Let 

P(x)^ ao4 a, x4 a^x^4, . , . ^ a^x^ 

where all the a:>0. Let m be the smallest of the 
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nximbers 

>3 3 - Cl H--V a 

and H the greatest of the numbers 

<3> 3a d^ a,̂  

Then all the real zeros of P(x) lit between m and M, 

and for m^M, no real zeros exist. Then we have 

•+ 4 do 

from which, hy substituting II fox x, it ia known that 

there are no real zeros greater than H. Turthsrraore 

~ a K . ^ ^ " ' ' ( - > : - | ^ ) - 4ao 

from whloh it isknown that no real zeros exist less 

than^ or equal to m. 
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